Immigrants have always been a key force driving New York City’s success. Newcomers from around the world established New York as a major hub in a burgeoning young America, drove the city’s massive population growth throughout the 19th century, and fueled its industrial workforce and booming economy during industrialization. In the 1970s, when New York was starting to struggle with population loss and economic decline, a resurgence in immigration shifted the city’s pathway forward, and has since led its transformation into one of the most prosperous cities in the world.

Nearly 4 in 10 New Yorkers were born outside the United States.¹

Today, foreign-born residents account for 37% of New York City’s population and 44 % of its workforce.² However, many immigrant New Yorkers are still deprived of equal access to opportunity and quality of life. Foreign-born residents are lower income and experience higher rates of poverty, housing cost burden and overcrowded living conditions than their U.S.-born neighbors.³

These disparities have never been clearer than in this moment, as the city fights its way through a devastating pandemic, in a time when the livelihood of foreign-born Americans was already threatened by anti-immigrant federal policy reform.

A disproportionate share of immigrant New Yorkers are vulnerable to losing their housing due to the economic impacts of COVID-19. Half of the city’s small businesses, many of which are suffering crippling financial loss from forced closures, are owned by immigrants.⁴

30% of immigrant-headed households in NYC are severely rent-burdened.⁵

As the city shelters in place, more foreign-born New Yorkers are staying home in overcrowded conditions that are potentially unsafe and make working from home and attending school online especially difficult.⁶

68% of overcrowded households in NYC are headed by immigrants.⁷

Immigrants are also disproportionately represented among the city’s essential workers, who do not have the option of staying home and bear greater risk of exposure to COVID-19 as a result. For nearly 1 out of 5 frontline workers born outside the U.S., including 27% of grocery store and bodega workers, lack of citizenship status creates an additional layer of vulnerability.⁸

53% of frontline workers are foreign-born, including 70% of workers in building cleaning services.⁸

Meanwhile, thousands of undocumented residents living in informal housing arrangements are confined to substandard living conditions that can cause and exacerbate illness.

The COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare these inequalities and underscored the importance of eliminating them. As the transformative impacts of this pandemic set in, both foreign-born New Yorkers and continued immigration will be instrumental to the city’s recovery.

To continue reaping the benefits that immigrants have provided for centuries, New York needs to ensure that these communities have access to opportunity and quality of life.

Fifty years ago, immigration to New York counteracted urban flight, preventing the city from seeing massive population loss that would have had detrimental impacts.⁹ Beyond adding a critical mass of population that bolstered the city’s tax base, immigrants also played a key role in revitalizing New York and fueling its prosperity by buying real estate in disinvested neighborhoods, establishing businesses and growing the local economy, and creating ethnic enclaves that have shaped New York’s rich and unique identity.¹⁰

As the city moves through the COVID-19 pandemic and strives to recover, it is essential to align policy with New York’s past, present, and future as a city of immigrants. In the short term, this means ensuring that immigrant communities disproportionately impacted by this pandemic are supported accordingly. For example, many foreign-born New Yorkers and mixed status households will not have access to federally provided relief or assistance, and local programs are needed to ensure that these residents can weather the economic impacts of the crisis.

Moving forward, New York needs to leverage its housing policy to meet the unique needs of its incredibly diverse foreign-born population, and to employ every means possible of protecting our immigrant communities.
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